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INITIAL OFEFATION OF TE lEVATRON COLLIDER 

Polllnd Johnson 
Psrmil.b, B.t.vi.. IL. 80610 

The Tevotron is 001 the highs&, snsrgy proton 
synchrotron and the only .ccslsr.tor mde with super- 
conducting msg.&s. 0per.ti.g since 1983 .s . fixad- 
target machine rt energies up to 8M) GeV, it hz.s .ow 
bsen edified to cper.ts .s II 900 CsV sntiproton- 
proton collider. This p.per describes the initi.1 
operation of the machine in this mode. The new 
features of the Fermilsb complex, including tbs urti- 
proton source .rxd the Main Ring injector with its two 
overpasses .nd 11.1 rf raquirsmsnts, .r. discusssd. 
Bau chvrcteristics in the Taratron (including 
lifetimes, amittmcss, luminosity, beu-bcu tuna 
shifts, b.&grounds, sad low bet. complic.tions), tha 
coordiastioa of the steps in ths .ccslar.tor ch.i., 
md ths commissioning history ue .lso discussed. 
Finally, sums pl.ns for the improrsmsnt of the 
collider we presented. 

Introductio. 

A stlpcrconducting collider hss bssa . dram for 
some time. The id.. of magnets operating .t full 
excitation for hours or days with . reasonable power 
bill is very sppe.1i.g. It is very n.tur.1 that tbs 
pioneering work of the OERN AA and SF?3 on .ntiproton- 
proton collidsrs bs extended to the Tar.tron. 

.ntiprotons. They *cr. first oper.tion.1 about 1 l/2 
ysvs .go when the first pbm-p collisions took place 
.t Fermilab. Included ia tha Source is the pbar 
production t.rget we. which contsins the lithium lens 
.nd many high radiation anrironment devicss. There is 
.lso . transfer line directly b&r... tha Llooster and 
the Acc.wulator for 8 GeV proto. tast baeas. 

I .m very p1ez.s.d to hwe the opportunity to 
describe the adventure of the Permilab Tentron plp~~wm~ 
Collider. I .m woud to reDresent my very tnltnted and 
dedicated colleagues, mani of whbm &e nor in the 
trenches, trying to perform one of the most difficult 
tecbnologicsl feats in the history of mankind. 

Figure 1 is a schemstic of the Farmi1.b 
.cceler.tor complex. Some of the machines ve in the 
same plscs they were rhsn the lab was first built 
vound 1970. That is not to s.y those m.chinss rare the 
s.me .e they were then. There .r. nor tw, prs.cca 
which provide II- ions. The LINK is ths s-e, but 
there LT. plsns to rsplacs its lsst sections with 
higher frequency, higher encrgl cwitiss to prorids 
the Booster with brighter hams. The 8 GeV Booster 
synchtotron has some new bells .ad whistles including 
. new closed orbit measuring systsm rod . 7t-jump 
system. The 8 CaV trs.nsfsr line hatrsan the Booster 
.nd Knin Ping M completely redssigned .nd rsbuilt 
1.st,e.r. 

The Main Ring syachrotron is no longer the E40 
GeV primuy n.chine it r.s, but hur becoma the IS0 CsV 
injector to tha suparconducting Tavstron. Ths Y.io. 
Sing slso hes the tuk of providing the 120 CaV 
protons which produce pbus for ths pbu sourc.. The 
Main giDg h.s suffsrad l .ny indignities in the 
trsnsforution to Collider physics .t Farmi1.b. ho 
orarpuses to .ccommod.ta experiment.1 ve.s b.rs w.da 
it one of the trul, non-plsnar mschiaas in the world. 
L.st summar ths v.cuw chamber M modified .t .bout 
loo0 p1.c.s to reduce its 1ongitudin.l impsd.x.s, 
nccess?.rJ for rf gymnlatics needed for collider 
opsntion. And ia all of its m.ny t.sks it hul to 
operrta in th. str., fields of the Tsv.tron, bu.1, 2 
feet .w.,. 

Antiproton &xc. 

Tbs .&iproton .ource h.s ths two rally 11.1 
uchinss rt Fcrmilab sines ths least Accslsr.tor 
EEfe;;y. These two triangular 8 GeV storage rings 

Dcbuncher (outer) sad Accumul.tor of 

Fig.?. 1. Schemstic of the Fermi1.b .cceler.tor 
complex. The Tavstron is 2 feet below the W except in 
~~&v~pasa regions. Colliding beam oper.tion and 

uget operatao. .r. expected to a1tern.t. every 
h.lf yssr. Ysjor datsctors .re .t LWJ nnd DO. The 
exparimsnt .t CO shves the straight section with the 
YR .nd Taratron abort systems, the one .t Bo sh.rer 
ths straight sections with the YB to Tsratroo p .nd 
pbu transfer s&ems. There is . lo- p insert rt SO. 
W will hws one next yew. 

Tsr*tron Yodifiutions 

The wst notable improvement to th. Ter.traa in 
the l.st 6 mo.ths hrs bean the incrs.se i. maximum 
ansrgy from SW to 900 Gev. Sever.1 supsrconducting 
ugrmta Md cryogenic components -cr. chlDged last 
7-u which .llowed this upgrade. lhila 900 GeV 
collider opar.tion h.s bsan rslirbls, it is not sure 
th.t fixed tugct oper.tion with lossss from high 
intsnsity reson.nt srtrwtian will be possible .t this 
highbsr .nergl. 

Some Sistory 

Tha Tentron as . Collider 

In . certain sen.e, the collider opsrstion of the 
Tentron M something of u) .fterthought. When the 
Tevatron wu designed, most thoughts wer. of the 
details of quench protection, n -et reproducibility, 
effects of bcu losses, .nd . thous..d other things 
other than how to use it .s l collider. It is 
fortunate th.t while the Tsratron ras being designed 
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and built, people at CERN were developing the ideae 
and techniques needed for pbar-p colliders. In fact 
there has been a strong collaboration, especially in 
the business of pbar accumulation, betrecn CERN and 
Fermilab and ee are grateful for the help we bare 
received. 

First Attempts in the Fall of 1985 

By September of 1885 enough of the Antiproton 
Source had been completed that it seemed reasonable to 
try an engineering run to test the principlea of the 
proposed collider. By mid-October a luminosity of some 
lE24 was reached for a short while, terminating the 
run with high levels of euphoria snd exhaustion. At 
that point, a very long and ambitious shutdown begm. 

A Long Sh”td”rn 

Tea of the six straight sections of the Teratron 
are available for major experiments. Both of the yeae 
had to be completely rebuilt for wllider operation. 
The BO are., with the Collider Detector at Fermilab 
(CDP), had to be rebuilt with an overpass of soae 21 
feet to allow the Yrin Ring beam to go over the 
detector. The DO region required the complete 
construction of an experimental hall. Each of these 
projects required the replacement of a significant 
amount of the tunnel md the removal and rep1.ceaer.t 
of many magnets of the Main Ring and Teratron. 

In the name of progress, several other projects 
also were done during the shutdown. These included l 

thousand modificstions to the Main Ring vacuum chamber 
to reduce its impedance in order to prevent mictollre 
instability, tea new 8 GeV beam lines (Booster to W 
and Booster to Debuncher), . new control s,stem for 
the Booster, and the installation of smaller collider 
experiments e& the CO snd BO straight sections. 

And so last fall, M the last wheelbarrows of 
debris were being removed from the tunnels, ee began 
to discover the challenges of our newly reconditioned 
machines. This is put of the tale, of course, but the 
most interesting part of the story he.e to do with the 
new thinge that have bee” seen and hov people are 
coping with a required increase of luminosity of 8 
orders of magnitude. 

Problems. Solutions, and Yore Problems 

Roughly -pealing, 
shutdown wae the 

the recorery from the long 
primary concern for September, 

October, snd November '88. December wae primwily for 
moving the CDF detector in place. Since January of 
this year, the emphasis has been to produce the 
highest possible luminosity for CDF. In fact, this ie 
really a commissioning phase. New devices are put into 
operation m they become ready (last east saw the 
commissioning of the active transverse danpere in both 
the Main Ring and Teratron). Changes are made in 
operating parsreters YI more ia learned about pbar 
operation (tune adjustments up the r-p smd during the 
low p squeese hare bee” “ecessu, to preserre the pbu 
emittance). 

It ia not really possible to do more than give a 
snapshot of the wtivity bt, Fermilab. Thiws we 
changing quickly. Yesterday’s problems are left 
behind, tcdry's problema are crimes. In the spirit of 
entertainment, I will try to describe hoe things hwe 
been going gor the lurt couple of seeks. 

Antiprotons 

Bight GeV antiprotons are produced by 120 CsV 
protons striking a copper target. The pbus ve 

focused by ra lithium lens and injected into the 
Debuncher ring. RF' bunch rotation is used to reduce 
the momentum spread of the pbus.~Stochsstic cooling 
is used to reduce the transrers4 emittance of the 
pbars in the 3 seconds prior to the next injection 
cycle. At the end of the 3 seconds the partially 
cooled pbvs are transferred to the Accumulator ring 
where they are rf bunched and moved to the stack tail. 
Some 6 different stochastic cooling systems are used 
to create the familiar woentum profile while cooling 
the transverse emittances. The performance of the 
Antiproton Source rill be covered in detail by Jack 
McCarthy and the performance of the stochastic cooliog 
systems by John Yarriner later this week. 

Table I ehoee the present performance of the 
Source compared to tha design and to ths target goals 
for this run which is scheduled to end April 20. The 
largest problem is due to the paucity of pbars coming 
from the production target. Tjxre are apparently tea 
independent reasons for the discrepancy between actual 
snd design ralues. One is in the assamed production 
cross eection. The other is in the pbu flux. 

Table I. Pbar Source Stacking 8e.t.e 

missing 
design fmctar 

stage report feh 87 
iol l"tra"Slt.Y 

feb 87 goal 87 

on target 

pbars to 
Debuncher 

pbars after 
bunch rotation 

pbars into 
Accum"l.tor 

pbars on 
stackiw orbit 

phvs in care 

cycles/hour 

stacking r&e 

2E12 1.2E12 

7E7 1.2437 

787 1.03E7 

7E7 0.86E7 

7E7 0.78E7 

BE7 0.07B7 

1800 lzw 

10.8ElO 0.8BlO 

1.7 1.33 

3.4 2.5 

1.2 1.1 

1.2 1.1 

1.1 1.1 

1.0 1.0 

1.5 1.5 

13.5 8.7 

Yessureaents . the product.iarY target 
Cherenkov counter, c%%ore, and the Dehuncher rin;( 
as a spectrometer shoe e. cross section which is more 
than s factor of 2 lower than that assumed in the 
deeign report. The CIWN M had a similar experience 
with an entirely~different kinematic region. There ia 
not much to do about this pvticulv missing factor. 

Problems with the number of protons o” target 
hare to do with changes to the Main Ping over the put 
7 years. WIASO it wae operating st 4QO GeV for fired 
target physics in 1980 it could accelerate over 2.5E12 
protona per Booster batch. At present, the maximum 
intensity is half that much. It seems the admittance 
of the machine is greatly reduced in all 3 planes. 
This could be from the many new additions for beam 
tranafcrs, especially septum magnets, and the ner 
rertiul dispersion caused by the orarpurses. 

Figure 2 show the number of pbars in the 
ucumulator over a one reek period. Typically, the 
stacking rsta is greater than SBB/hour with a record 
of SE9 phuslhour. Aleo q een on the figure e.re the 
placaa where transfers to the collider hare occurred. 
The fussy places just before the transfers are due to 
injected protons that are used to tune up the transfer 
lines. Tbs most satisfying feature of the plot is that 
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Figure 2. Plot of number of antiprotons stored in the 
Accumulrtor over * one reek period. The ordinate is in 
units of l.ElO particles. Stacking rate* and Tevatron 
fills *re clearly seen. 

Filling the Tev*tron 

Coordination of Acceler*tor Systems 

A subject near sod dew to ay he*rt is the 
control progrva used to synchronise all of the steps 
“ecess*r~ to make colliding beams happen. The 
Sequencer runs ILL * primq *pplic*tio* program ofi any 
of the console PDP-11 computers. Figure 3 is e.n imwe 
of the menu for the progrv and is here just to show 
the steps thst must be performed. 

A filling sequence really starts from the 
recovery from the last store. The *recover from low 
& and *recover from store commands set 811 function 
generators sod timers in the Tevstron to * cyclic 
ramping mode which ia much like that used for fixed 
target oper*tion. The rsmp that is used is differeat 
from the fixed t*rget rap in two important respects. 
First, it has a.much lover dE/dt because half the rf 
cavities ve used for phPra md h*lf far proton*. 
Second, the ramp occurs only once per 2 minutes 
instead of once per minute. This lower duty factor 
seems to be a better m.&.ch to the constant 150 GeV 
level thst comes next so the refrigeration syetem ia 
less likely to develop fluctu*tions when the reap goes 
D.C. 

Six ramps to SUO CeV ue psrfoned before the 
*set st lSO/inject protons command is given. Six ramps 
me enough to verify that the beam can be ~ccelet&,ed 
and it *lso is enough tn set up rcrsonrble fields in 
the Tev*tron magnets. The subject of time varying 
fields ia svparconducting n e.gnets is discussed l*ter. 

After the Tevatron guide field ie set at 150 GaV, 
any of the next 4 couands can be chosen. ttest W-Tev 
reveree injection c*uses beu to be transferred Into 
the Tcvatron where it coasts for 40 seconds before it 

COLLIDIHG BEti” SEP”ENCER 
slag 

WlW87 15*6*z22 
15winjrot protns 3.56, 
tiw*. proton* 

*Help 
+I*.* l t 

I star. 
. t.st I-C” ,nj.otn T*“-“R 
e t.st PI” inj*ctn to?-(loo 
*set up pbar injsotion 
s Inject (I Itor. ptmrs 
*r.mp to ‘l.**op .nd **or. 3.316 
*turn on LO” tn.*. LB.63 
L v.ry par.n.trrs 
l r.CO”*C Q-om 10” tn.+. 
SP.0OY.P h-0” **or. 3.082 
--------“t,*,t‘**--------- 
l .dj”*t l t LSB GiV *fri*z* *queeze 
*Kill 8..ln 
*st.Pt “RX SD& 
*U”sqU.... 
*hourly stor*!ys S.“CS 
see b”“0k.S 

Log Entry* 

the number of pbars in the ring stayed above r.cro the 
entire reek. The reliability of the Source hns been 

is transferred back into the Yp. This opere.t,,, 

quite good. 
repeats every 2 minutes. This backward transfer taste 
the elements which will be used to inject the pt I*** 
into the Tev*tron. This checkout and adjustment, if 
nacessuy, typically t&es 20 n inutbs. 

I. 

Figure 3. Control 
Sequencer. An i*terrup~e%le 

for the Colliding Beam 
the cursor is helor an 

asterisk c*uaes the *ctivity on thst line to h*ppen. 

The *teat W-Ace reverse injection comm*nd can he 
m.dc *t ."I tmc. indeoendent of the Tevatron enernv. 
This command c&es 8 ‘GeV protons to be trsnsferred 
from the UII into the Accumul*tor and is used to check 
out snd edjust the elements needed for l*tsr pbsr 
transfer. During this test procedure it is neccseary 
to stop phu *ccumul*tion. At preasnt, the checkout 
snd adjustment of the 8 GeV phu elements typically 
take *bout 1.5 hours. 

The *set up pbu injection is used to recover 
from the previous test steps by setting timer 
references and delays md setting up the proper ramps 
in the MR. After the prep*r*tions described *bore, the 
*inject and store phus co-and CLUSCS the apb*r 
hunches (X, Y d 2) to he transferred from the 
Accumul*tor to'thrM3 to the Tevatron oo successive 2 
minute supercycles. On the fourth supercycle, the 3 
proton bunches (A, 8, and C) are transferred from the 
Booster to the Ui to the Tev*tron. Pbars *rc injected 
first becuss the pbar injection kickers in the 
Tevatron have t*ils o* their waveforms which would 
disturb circulating protoos. 

After a11 6 hunches have been iaiactsd. the l ra-n 
to Fl*t Top and etore co~~d~~Ts-used-to';c;lerate 
the beam to SO0 GET where the Tavrtran'r #IInrtinn 
gener*tors are w*in frossn md the store begins. The 
*turn oo low bet* command does *ll the manipulations 
of the SO functxon genar*tors needed to energize the 
low bets insertion *t b0. Tunes. chrom*ticitiss, skew 
quad settings, and orbit adjustments can be made with 
the *vary parameters co-d. 

Y*in Ping Parameters 

Eight or more rf bunches of beam must he combined 
to produce the iotcnea bunch of protons or pbars 
needed for the collider. The process of combining the 
bun&a is alled coalescing and it is performed in 
the Main Ring *t 150 GeV. The corlescing l anipulations 
are the abject of * poets* paper at this meeting. 
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Proton hunches of more than SE10 hmve been produced; 
this compares mall with the design vmlus of 5B10. 

Beam in the Tevatron 

Time-varying Field Quality of Superconducting Magnets 

One of the most surprising aspects of the 
conversion of the Tevmtron from fixed target to 
colliding mode hae been the variations in field 
quality of the Tevatron. The variations occw at 150 
GeV and e.re function~fof<;~ history and time. Fiyre 
4 shore . plot , the average sertupole 
component of the dipoles in the ring, versus time at 
150 GeV. The <b3> values are inferred from bsu 
meaeuremeots of chroaaticity mod there is a poster 
paper on the details. Changes is f of more thmn 70 
units hmvs been seen over the course of severml hours. 

-s 

1 
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Pigore 4. The change in the aextupole component of the 
Tavstron dipoles me I function of time mt 150 GaV. The 
<b3> values are inferred from measured changes in 
chromaticity. 

As can be immgined, this is m r&her intriyiog 
opermtionnl problem considering that me mmnt to 
control ( to 2 * 2 units. Going oegmtivs is m disaster 
LB the herd-tail instrhility quickly uueem tramsverse 
smittancs groeth. A value of ( which is too large, 
combined with the * l&-3 Ap/p of the coalesced 
bunches, lcmds to resoommce overlap md trmnsverme 
cmittancs growth as mall. So fu, the solution hme 
beeo to have exmctly g rmmps to 900 GeV prior to the 
freeze at 150 GeV to establish the rmmp himtory. Then, 
ae time goes on, the adjust at 150 commend ie used to 
reset the chromaticity correcting sextupoles in the 
ring according to the dmtm of figurs 4. This ham 
worked pretty well, although the continuation from the 
150 GeV level to the ramp is m bit tricky. 

BeawBeu Effects Alremdz 

For proton bunch intsnsitias of 4ElO the 
calculated antiproton be--beam tune shift is .007. 
Since the proton hunch intensity is Z/3 of the design 
value, the beam-beam effects at this early time in the 
collider history e.re nearly me big ms they mill be. 
And we have started to see effects much as hmve been 

seen at the CERN SPS. We note thmt if the pbmrs have 
an rmm emittmnce larger thsn the protons, the pbars 
mill be lost until the emittmoces become the same. 
This loss CLD be futer or slo'er depending on how 
well lee order rcsonpIIces v.re a avoi cd. 

Figure 5 shows flying mire trmnsvsrse profiles of 
the A and Y bunches at 900 GeV before mmd after the 
squeese to low beta mt Bo. The gsin of the aotiproton 
scimtillmtioo counter has been increwed so the 
profiles have equal amplitude even though there exe 
.bout 3BlO protons mod only about lE9 phars. The phar. 
profile is the outer ome both before mod after the 
squeese. The difference between the antiproton and 
proton profiles is shded. After the squceme, which 
tmkes *bout 4 minutes, the pbu profile appears to 
hmve been changed. Neatly the full width at half 
muime is reduced. About 15% of the pbar bemm has 
been lost from tbe machine. Tails or eings have 
developed, ms well. In mnother 1.4 hours the pbar 
profile becomes indistimguiahmble from the proton 
profile. 

Figure 5. Vertical flying wire profiles of pmtoe md 
antiproton hunchem at 800 GsV before and mfter the low 
p squesse. 

The squasra at 80 is e.ctually a series of 28 
mteps of the low beta quad circuits, each step an 
opt&ml solution of the msxhiae. Yam, other things 
step slang with those quads, but that is moother 
&or,. Becmmse the muperconductimg qomde are limited 
to *bout a00 mmpajsec, the q queeee tmkee shout 100 
timem M long UI mt Cl?oN, mnd me bmre foeod th.t the 
tunes must he me11 controlled mt each of the 28 steps. 
A slight shift into the region of the 5th order 
resonuxes during the squeeze has uesed ~1 much as 
BON of the pbars to he lost from the whine. 

RF Biahe mod Lomm 

Both the high mod low level rf a~stems have had 
to be redone for collider operation. The phase feed- 
back systema for the individusl protao end pbar 
bunches have recently been commissioned. Figure 6 
shame the n emsured bunch lengths durimg P store in 
rhich the individual hunch feedback loops mere working 
for the A mod B hunches, but not for the C md X 
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bunches. The intensity lifetimes for the bunches with 
feedbc.ck e.re about 100 hours. 

Tev*tron Collider Achievements and Coals 

1QC 
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Figure 5. Bunch length groeth at 900 GeV in the 
Tevatron. Bunches A and B have phase feedback; C and X 
do *ot. 

Present Limitrtions and the Future 

Lominosity and Luminosity Lifetime 

Flying wire tr*nsverse profile monitors snd 
aampled bunch longitudinrl monitors have been used to 
estim*te the luinosity during stores. Judging by the 
disagreement in the various methods of determiniog the 
~i~te$ty, t+ ie *t la+ * possible error of 

luminosity eat~m*te. A conaanative 
estimrta of the pe*k luminosity am of Much 12 is 
1.2328 cm-&-l. 

The luminosity can *lso be monitored by the CDP 
experiment using coincidence r*tes of scintill*tion 
counter hodoscopas on c*ch side of the inter*ction 
region. Since the pbu-p cross section i* not known 
and the triggering efficiency is *lso not well knom. 
thi* luminosity monitor is only rel*tivs. Genermlly 
the luminosity lifetime starts *ear 12 hours and 
grdu*lly increases to *bout 20 houre *fter 10 hours. 
At present, the luminosity lifetime is domin*ted by 
the growth of the transverse emittmce of the beus. 
The groeth r*te eeeme to be much faster than one 
expects from intr*hesm scattering. In fact, ome can 
see *tror.g horiroatrl bst*tron tune lines o* the 
spectrum an*lyeer connected to any position detector. 
Perhaps me h*ve * parer supply ripple problem much 
like the one discovered and cured at the SPS. 

Of wurse the real luminosity lifetime can be 
domin*ted br uwcheduled interruptions. g's still hrva 
them! but the "ember of stores which hrve been 
termxnrted on purpose is increasing. There has been * 
store of 28 hours, and the *verage length of l store 
has increastd from 2 hours to over 10 hours *ioce the 
beginning of the yew. 

The following table sumarises the present state 
of the Collider. Also shorn we the goals for the 
present TU* e.nd the ultimate go*ls of the design 

Protons 
l&6%Zed from Booster 
Yp traoamissio* 
co*lcscing efficiency 
trummission NR to low 
over*11 trmamiasion 
number stored/bunch 

mid 
March'87 

P ~:a0 
.12-.25 
0.3ElO 
0.8ElO 

Goals 
Spring'87 

2.7310 
.75 

1:: 
.37 
1ElO 

1.5ElO 

1.5Ell 
.56 
.53 
.8 
.24 
3ElO 

, 

Design 

BE10 
ll&lO 

1:: 
.37 

4BlO DE10 

Collisione 
number of hunches 3w 3x3 3x3 
trmsverse emittance 25 p.. 

(95X normalimed) 
f%k= 

E ii 
Peak lwinosity 1B2G lB30 

There are m*ny problems to. be solved. The phar 
stacking r*te in the Accumulator needs to be more th*n 
mn order of magnitude better. This can be improved by 
*ccalcr*ting multiple Booster b*tcbss in the W and 
;~ere~ improving the effective cycle rate of the HR. 

intensity needs to be increased. The 
Accumul*tor has * problem with maintsining * large 
stacking rate ehen the stack core gets &go. Some 
improvements ia the *tochmtic cooling hardmre may be 
needed. 

The Y*in Ring efficiency for *ccsler*ting 
atiprotone meads improvement. Bunch corlescing 
efficianq is also lower the." one expects. In the 
Tevatron, better control of tune and chromaticity is 
needed to avoid transverse emittsnce groeth of the 
pbu besms, especi*lly in the preeencs of the beam- 
beu interaction. 

The mechaoisms for beam transfers and stores are 
working pretty roll. The opcr*tioas crew DO- handles 
all the transfer details includiog testing fhe reverse 
injection lines. The most difficult part of the 
tr*nsfer* is to g&her the diagnostic d*t* needed for 
improviog the trmsfar efficiency. 

Every d*y there is evidence of increased 
ooderetsndi*g and improved performance. There is every 
reaso* to believe th*t the oext 2 orders of magnitude 
in luminosity will come in good time. 
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